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TRADITIONS in art and literature and popular fable have quite sufficiently attested, as has been said, this
particular paradox of the divine being in the cradle. Perhaps they have not so clearly emphasised the significance of
the divine being in the cave. Curiously enough, indeed, tradition has not very clearly emphasised the cave. It is a
familiar fact that the Bethlehem scene has been represented in every possible setting of time and country, of landscape
and architecture; and it is a wholly happy and admirable fact that men have conceived it as quite different according to
their different individual traditions and tastes. But while all have realised that it was a stable, not so many have
realised that it was a cave. Some critics have even been so silly as to suppose that there was some contradiction
between the stable and the cave; in which case they cannot know much about caves or stables in Palestine. As they see
differences that are not there it is needless to add that they do not see differences that are there. When a well-known
critic says, for instance, that Christ being born in a rocky cavern is like Mithras having sprung alive out of a rock, it
sounds like a parody upon comparative religion. There is such a thing as the point of a story, even if it is a story in the
sense of a lie. And the notion of a hero appearing, like Pallas from the brain of Zeus, mature and without a mother, is
obviously the very opposite of the idea of a god being born like an ordinary baby and entirely dependent on a mother.
Whichever ideal we might prefer, we should surely see that they are contrary ideals. It is as stupid to connect them
because they both contain a substance called stone as to identify the punishment of the Deluge with the baptism in the
Jordan because they both contain a substance called water. Whether as a myth or a mystery, Christ was obviously
conceived as born in a hole in the rocks primarily because it marked the position of one outcast and homeless . . . .
It would be vain to attempt to say anything adequate, or anything new, about the change which this conception of a
deity born like an outcast or even an outlaw had upon the whole conception of law and its duties to the poor and
outcast. It is profoundly true to say that after that moment there could be no slaves. There could be and were people
bearing that legal title, until the Church was strong enough to weed them out, but there could be no more of the pagan
repose in the mere advantage to the state of keeping it a servile state. Individuals became important, in a sense in
which no instruments can be important. A man could not be a means to an end, at any rate to any other man’s end. All
this popular and fraternal element in the story has been rightly attached by tradition to the episode of the Shepherds,
who found themselves talking face to face with the princes of heaven. But there is another aspect of the popular
element as represented by the shepherds which has not perhaps been so fully developed; and which is more directly
relevant here.
Men of the people, like the shepherds, men of the popular tradition, had everywhere been the makers of the
mythologies. It was they who had felt most directly, with least check or chill from philosophy or the corrupt cults of
civilisation, the need we have already considered; the images that were adventures of the imagination; the mythology
that was a sort of search; the tempting and tantalising hints of something half-human in nature; the dumb significance
of seasons and special places. They had best understood that the soul of a landscape is a story, and the soul of a story
is a personality. But rationalism had already begun to rot away these really irrational though imaginative treasures of
the peasant; even as a systematic slavery had eaten the peasant out of house and home. Upon all such peasantries
everywhere there was descending a dusk and twilight of disappointment, in the hour when these few men discovered
what they sought. Everywhere else Arcadia was fading from the forest. Pan was dead and the shepherds were scattered
like sheep. And though no man knew it, the hour was near which was to end and to fulfil all things; and, though no
man heard it, there was one far-off cry in an unknown tongue upon the heaving wilderness of the mountains. The
shepherds had found their Shepherd.
And the thing they found was of a kind with the things they sought. The populace had been wrong in many things;
but they had not been wrong in believing that holy things could have a habitation and that divinity need not disdain the
limits of time and space. And the barbarian who conceived the crudest fancy about the sun being stolen and hidden in
a box, or the wildest myth about the god being rescued and his enemy deceived with a stone, was nearer to the secret
of the cave and knew more about the crisis of the world, than all those in the circle of cities round the Mediterranean

who had become content with cold abstractions or cosmopolitan generalisations; than all those who were spinning
thinner and thinner threads of thought out of the transcendentalism of Plato or the orientalism of Pythagoras. The place
that the shepherds found was not an academy or an abstract republic; it was not a place of myths allegorised or
dissected or explained or explained away. It was a place of dreams come true. Since that hour no mythologies have
been made in the world. Mythology is a search ....
The philosophers had also heard. It is still a strange story, though an old one, how they came out of orient lands,
crowned with the majesty of kings and clothed with something of the mystery of magicians. That truth that is tradition
has wisely remembered them almost as unknown quantities, as mysterious as their mysterious and melodious names;
Melchior, Caspar, Balthazar. But there came with them all that world of wisdom that had watched the stars in Chaldea
and the sun in Persia; and we shall not be wrong if we see in them the same curiosity that moves all the sages. They
would stand for the same human ideal if their names had really been Confucius or Pythagoras or Plato. They were
those who sought not tales but the truth of things; and since their thirst for truth was itself a thirst for God, they also
have had their reward. But even in order to understand that reward, we must understand that for philosophy as much
as mythology, that reward was the completion of the incomplete.
Such learned men would doubtless have come, as these learned men did come, to find themselves confirmed in
much that was true in their own traditions and right in their own reasoning. Confucius would have found anew
foundation for the family in the very reversal of the Holy Family; Buddha would have looked upon a new
renunciation, of stars rather than jewels and divinity than royalty. These learned men would still have the right to say,
or rather a new right to say, that there was truth in their old teaching. But after all these learned men would have come
to learn. They would have come to complete their conceptions with something they had not yet conceived; even to
balance their imperfect universe with something they might once have contradicted. Buddha would have come from
his impersonal paradise to worship a person. Confucius would have come from his temples of ancestor-worship to
worship a child ....
The Magi, who stand for mysticism and philosophy, are truly conceived as seeking something new and even as
finding something unexpected. That tense sense of crisis which still tingles in the Christmas story and even in every
Christmas celebration, accentuates the idea of a search and a discovery. For the other mystical figures in the miracle
play; for the angel and the mother, the shepherds and the soldiers of Herod, there may be aspects both simpler and
more supernatural, more elemental or more emotional. But the Wise Men must be seeking wisdom; and for them there
must be a light also in the intellect. And this is the light; that the Catholic creed is catholic and that nothing else is
catholic. The philosophy of the Church is universal. The philosophy of the philosophers was not universal. Had Plato
and Pythagoras and Aristotle stood for an instant in the light that came out of that little cave, they would have known
that their own light was not universal. It is far from certain, indeed, that they did not know it already. Philosophy also,
like mythology, had very much the air of a search. It is the realisation of this truth that gives its traditional majesty and
mystery to the figures of the Three Kings; the discovery that religion is broader than philosophy and that this is the
broadest of religions, contained within this narrow space . . . .
We might well be content to say that mythology had come with the shepherds and philosophy with the
philosophers; and that it only remained for them to combine in the recognition of religion. But there was a third
element that must not be ignored and one which that religion for ever refuses to ignore, in any revel or reconciliation.
There was present in the primary scenes of the drama that Enemy that had rotted the legend with lust and frozen the
theories into atheism, but which answered the direct challenge with something of that more direct method which we
have seen in the conscious cult of the demons. In the description of that demon-worship, of the devouring detestation
of innocence shown in the works of its witchcraft and the most inhuman of its human sacrifice, I have said less of its
indirect and secret penetration of the saner paganism; the soaking of mythological imagination with sex; the rise of
imperial pride into insanity. But both the indirect and the direct influence make themselves felt in the drama of
Bethlehem. A ruler under the Roman suzerainty, probably equipped and surrounded with the Roman ornament and
order though himself of eastern blood, seems in that hour to have felt stirring within him the spirit of strange things.
We all know the story of how Herod, alarmed at some rumour of a mysterious rival, remembered the wild gesture of
the capricious despots of Asia and ordered a massacre of suspects of the new generation of the populace. Everyone

knows the story; but not everyone has perhaps noted its place in the story of the strange religions of men. Not
everybody has seen the significance even of its very contrast with the Corinthian columns and Roman pavement of
that conquered and superficially civilised world. Only, as the purpose in his dark spirit began to show and shine in the
eyes of the Idumean, a seer might perhaps have seen something like a great grey ghost that looked over his shoulder;
have seen behind him filling the dome of night and hovering for the last time over history, that vast and fearful fact
that was Moloch of the Carthaginians; awaiting his last tribute from a ruler of the races of Shem. The demons, in that
first festival of Christmas, feasted also in their own fashion.
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